An analytic expression for the second virial coefficient in case of the Morse potential is derived. The parameters of the Morse potential are determined for eighteen species comprising inert gases, diatomic and polyatomic molecules, and mixtures of gases using experimental second virial coefficients. The calculated second virial coefficients based on the obtained Morse potential agree well with the empirical second virial coefficients and their temperature dependence.
Introduction the notations
The parameters of various pair potentials, e.g. those of the potentials of Lenard-Jones [1, 2] , Buckingham-Corner [3, 4] and others [5] , have already been obtained from second virial coefficients or transport phenomena. Contrary to these potentials, the Morse potential has the advantage of enabling analytical solutions of quantum mechanical problems. Knowledge of its parameters would be useful in calculating the vibrational structure of van der Waals molecules, and the cross sections and phase shifts of rainbow scattering and the orbiting resonance scattering [6] in atomic and molecular collisions.
In this work, an analytic expression for the second virial coefficient based on the Morse potential is obtained. This enabled the determination of the parameters of the Morse potential from empirical second virial coefficients for eighteen species comprising inert gas, diatomic and polyatomic molecules, and mixtures of such gases. The assumption was made that diatomic and polyatomic molecules are rigid and spherical. 
We use the integral [7] J A* 
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where (a)" is r(a + n)/r(a) for (l/2)" and (3/2)". If (7) is divided by b\ differentiated three times with respect to v, and multiplied by b\ then
and
From (6) and (8), the second virial coefficient in case of the Morse potential becomes where the function i/ / (") is the logarithmic derivative of the gamma function [8] : (10) (11) (12) virial coefficients, B, at n temperatures [9] and minimizing the average deviations, These deviation are very small, as shown in Table 1 . The obtained energy depths, D, and internuclear distances, r e , agree well with those of e and r e of Lenard-Jones (12.6) potentials except for Ne, H : , D 2 and 0 2 . Morse and Lenard-Jones (12,6) potentials for Xe are shown in Figure 1 . Thus, the Morse potential could be used as intermolecular potential though U(r= 0) is not infinity.
The eigenvalues for the Morse potential, £", are
Parameters of the Morse Potential for Various Species
For eighteen species, the parameters. D, r e and i of the Morse potential were determined by the least squares method using the experimental second
where in is reduced mass and co e and co e / e are spectroscopic constants. From (15) and (16), 
The eigenfunctions for the Morse potential, ^"(z),
where (=) is the /7-th associated Lagguerre polynomial.
From (23), the maximum value of n, n m is given by 
where y/(z) is the logarithmic derivative of the gamma function in (10) . From (15), (16), (18), (20) and (25), the values of D, r e , Z) 0 , a> e , (o e / e , n m and r 0 are shown in Table 2 .
In the following, for the inert gases the spectroscopic data [10] For the mixtures of gases, the energy depth, D, is 5.59 meV and r e is 3.73 A for Ar-H 2 , and D is 7.73 meV and r e is 3.90 A for Xe-H 2 in this work while the energy depth is 6.303 meV and r e is 3.574 A for Ar-H 2 , and the energy depth is 8.17 meV and r t is 3.394 A for Xe -H 2 in the BuckinghamCorner potential from the results of orbiting resonance scattering [6] .
